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The Harlem Hellfighters: Racism and the 369th WW1 Infantry Regiment  

 True heroes are often overlooked in history, as those who do the dirty work or are not as 

often publicized in the media and are the real “unsung heroes.”  In WW1, a group of African 

American soldiers enlisted into the 369th Infantry Regiment, hoping to fight in The Great War 

and make their mark on their country as an all black regiment.  However, their story isn’t that 

known in the US history books, while the average white American soldiers tell their view of the 

war, even though the 369th served 191 days on the front lines, longer than any other American 

Unit in the war.  The enemy called them the “Harlem Hellfighters” because of the fear they 

struck in the hearts of their enemies.  They were stoic as if they were bronze statues and fought 

like they had been through hell and back again.  For the latter, it was true.  On January 1st, 1863, 

President Abraham Lincoln stated in the Emancipation Proclamation, forever freeing the slaves.  

But discrimination lingered, especially in the reconstruction era in the South was deemed even 

“worse than slavery” as violent hate groups such as the KKK saw blacks as inferior beings.  

Although the emancipation proclamation allowed blacks into the army, prejudice still lingered 

within the military even in WW1, specifically in regards to the all black 369th infantry regiment, 

otherwise known as the Harlem Hellfighters.  African American soldiers were subject to racism, 

labor work, and disrespect when they wanted to fight for the flag they lived under.   
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Source: John Good, “Say Uncle...”, 1926.   

 This political cartoon titled “The Ku Klux Klan's Plan for a New America".  The 

illustration shows a black veteran walking in on Uncle Sam (America), asking for a job and his 

soldier’s bonus from WW1.  The “busy” Uncle Sam says he can’t do anything to help him, and 

the African Americans need to work it out themselves: “Nothing Doing!!”  Good’s cartoon 

depicts the discrimination and favoring of the US federal government to the whites.  African 

American veterans fought for the country, yet when they came back, they came back to Jim 

Crow Laws and inequality, sometimes not receiving the fair pay they deserved.  On the other 

hand, the white veterans would receive soldier bonuses and other benefits from the government.  
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Source: J. Patrick Lewis and Gary Kelley, “Harlem Hellfighters”, Creative Editions, 2014 

Kelley portrays the diverse backgrounds of many of the black soldiers in this particular 

drawing.  He illustrates the black culture (Jazz era), and how African Americans sought a place 

in the army, ready to show their courage and willing to die for their country.  Normal men, such 

as a jazz club musician, enlisted to beat black stereotypes and show their worth.  In the 

background of the drawing, Uncle Sam omnisciently points out and beyond, rallying Americans 

to recruit and join the cause despite their race, although they had just sworn to fight for the 

country that had put them in bondages 50 years prior, publicly lynched blacks, and continued to 

deny them basic civil rights.  Despite these facts, the cartoon shows the passion of blacks to 

fight, sacrificing their lives for their country.   
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Source: Lt. L. H. Behar,  “Berlin or Bust”. 1918 

The Harlem Hellfighters story began long before they were conceived- destined for 

failure by their own government.  For a long time, it was unthinkable that blacks could be 

fighters or hold any profession occupation for that matter. Not only did they have to overcome 

the prejudice of their own country, but they also had to survive on the battlefield.  Humiliated 

and discriminated by those who served under the same flag, the 369th was subject to grueling 

labor and work, likened to slavery that their ancestors were bonded by.  Racism followed blacks 

out of Reconstuction and into the new century.  “Berlin or Bust” depicted black US soldiers 

doing the work of stevedores as the American flag looks down upon them as inferiors.  

Ironically, they signed up for a job as soldiers, even reaching St. Nazaire, a French port, but were 

instead given the jobs of unloading ships and planting railway lines.    
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Source: Charles Gustrine,  “True Sons of Liberty”. 1918  

 To add insult to injury, in 1918, the 369th division was given away to the French army 

who was in desperate need of reinforcements.  Although they could now fight, the different 

uniform showed that the US army didn’t care for them.  In order to prove themselves, the 

Hellfighters valiantly fought on the western front and in the Meuse-Argonne offensive.  On 

November 17th, 1918, they became the first Triple Entente unit to reach the Rhine River.  To the 

US, they were useless garbage who shouldn’t fight alongside whites, but to the French they were 

indispensable.  Shown in the political cartoon, Gustrine portrays the Hellfighters a strong force, 

asserting their dominance on the front.  Abraham Lincoln observes from heaven, proud of his 

work: they are “True sons of freedom” when they weren’t even considered sons of the country 



years prior.  Because of the 369th’s success on the front lines under the French, 170 Hellfighters 

received the prestigious Croix de Guerre on December 13th, 1918. 
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Source: E. G. Renesch, “Our Colored Heroes”, 1918.  

One night while on guard duty in a fox hole out in “no man’s land”, Johnson and 

Needham Roberts heard the clicking of somebody cutting the barbed wire.  A German raid of 

stormtroopers (elite soldiers) caught the two men off guard.  Roberts got injured and Johnson 

was left to fight off a couple dozen German with a Bolo Knife and a jammed rifle due to him 

putting a french cartridge into his American gun.  Receiving significant wounds, Johnson 

clubbed and stabbed, frantically fighting for his life and position.  Amazingly, he killed a few 

Germans and scared off the rest who fled into the night, thinking they were fighting multiple 

soldiers instead of just one man.  This WW1 political cartoon depicts the bravery and heroism of 

Henry Johnson and Needham Roberts, who are illustrated fighting off a group of Germans with a 

knife, showing that black soldiers can fight just as, if not better, than white soldiers.  The 



Germans look terrified at a black man who is pictured stepping on top of a dead German, 

symbolizing the reversal of discrimination where blacks are now above whites.   

The political cartoons and visuals on the topic of black soldiers in WW1 showed the 

good, bad, and the ugly of their journey.  They signed up for a country that didn’t treat them as 

equals, thrown away as garbage to France where they proved to be a formidable force, and came 

back home as heroes.  Unfortunately, the heroism that the 369th infantry regiment exemplified in 

Europe didn’t end the racial injustice they received back at home in New York.  Many of them 

became broke and jobless after the war, and their government wouldn’t take action to help the 

veterans.  Comparatively, in reconstruction, on paper in the 14th Amendment it stated that blacks 

would obtain the same rights as whites, but truthfully, they didn’t receive equal treatment.  

Whites didn’t accept African Americans as people, and laws, such as Jim Crow, were emplaced 

to restrict their rights and voices in politics.  Just like how blacks were supposed to be citizens, 

the Harlem Hellfighters presumed that their role in the US army would involve combat.  The 

events around the Harlem Hellfighters illustrates the legacy of inequality in America and 

emphasizes the inability of the American government to prevent this discrimination.   


